as a service

Faster Time-to-Value
from the Industry’s Most
Experienced Hadoop Team.

Proven Success
Financial Services Institution
reduced capital reporting time
from 6 hours to 20 minutes

phData is the first and only managed service
provider dedicated to Hadoop and its ecosystem.
phData’s leadership and expertise enables us to provide
skilled guidance to Fortune 500 companies as they build and
operate Big Data applications, analytics and infrastructure. We
specialize in developing, implementing and maintaining turnkey,
comprehensive Cloudera solutions.

Apparel Manufacturer
reduced initial operations
costs by 85% and acquired
new capabilities that drive
business
Packaged Goods
Manufacturer reduced a
3-month process to 2 days

Cloudera as a Service

analytics

applications

infrastructure

Tackle your organization’s most
challenging analytical problems.

Operationalize Hadoop and bring your
Hadoop-driven application
into production.

Deploy, develop and adopt Hadoop and
its supporting technologies.

Hadoop Expert Administration (Fixed Price)

Hadoop Expert Administration (Hourly)

Provides base support for all Hadoop nodes masters and slaves

Provides support for services beyond base Hadoop Management

Strategic, Integrated Solutions
Our engineers provide customized solutions for
everything from architectural design through
operational decisions.
The strategic guidance we provide enables global businesses to
take full advantage of Big Data managed services in the future.
 Fully managed Hadoop clusters with 24x7 support
 On-premise, Cloud and Hybrid solutions
 Worldwide coverage with in-depth knowledge
 Supported by the world’s leading Spark development team
 phData helps you achieve optimal operations, reliability and

scalability with zero-touch EDH and Hadoop management.

Managing
Complexity for
Success
phData knows the intricacies
of Big Data projects and
how to expedite them for
organizations. Our expertise
translates into successful
implementations and
management, which reduces
your business risk, increases
accessibility to data and

Focused on Results

empowers better decision
making.

Faster Time-to-Value — Your Greatest Advantage
 Expert engineering and application development dramatically

reduces ramp-up time

 We provide your team with the knowledge and

skills to troubleshoot

 Reduced business risk due to iterative methods, continuous

client feedback and best practices

 Enhanced productivity for your IT teams
 Increased accessibility to data and new insights
 Cloud cost optimization that saves up to 20% on infrastructure

Position your Big Data projects for success today.
Contact phData for a quote.
Big Data. Smart Data. phData.
phdata.io | 612.213.2335

